Cloud computing platforms routinely use virtualization to improve service availability, resiliency, and flexibility. Live migration of Virtual Machines (VM) is a key technique to quickly migrate workloads in response to events such as impending failure or load changes. Despite extensive research, state-of-the-art live migration approaches take a long time to migrate a VM (in the order of tens of seconds for moderately sized VMs) which in turn negatively impacts the application performance during migration. We present Quick Eviction, a new approach to significantly speed up the eviction of a VM from the source host with low impact on VM's performance during migration. Our approach can also improve the effectiveness of VM resilience tools that back up a VM's state in anticipation of system failures. The insight behind Quick Eviction is that the majority of time to evict a VM during migration is due to the transfer of memory contents over the network, sometimes repeatedly. Before migration, Quick Eviction regularly snapshots the VM's memory to a destination or a failover node. During the actual migration, Quick Eviction has to transfer only a small amount of dirtied memory resulting in a very short time to completely evict the VM out of the source. The key challenge is to dynamically adapt the snapshot intervals so as to have minimal impact on application performance during migration. We show that our implementation of Quick Eviction in the *
INTRODUCTION
Virtualization plays an important role in cloud computing by enhancing server consolidation, reducing operational costs, and providing isolation. Live migration of a virtual machine (VM) refers to the transfer of a running VM's state from one physical machine (the source) to another physical machine (the destination). Live VM migration helps to decouple applications running inside a VM from the hardware on which the applications execute, and hence is crucial for activities like failure resilience, load balancing, server maintenance, and energy savings.
The two pre-dominant live migration techniques, namely pre-copy [4] and post-copy [11] , and their variants have primarily focused on reducing two key metrics -the total migration time and downtime (with secondary focus on metrics such as application performance and network overhead). The total migration time is the duration between the start and the end of migration, whereas the downtime is the duration for which the VM is completely paused during migration. Another related metric, called the eviction time, refers to the time to evict a VM's state from the source machine [6, 10] . Eviction time may differ from total migration time when, under certain situations, an intermediate host is used to stage the VM's memory during migration. While downtime has been extensively optimized, there is considerable room for improvement in both total migration time and eviction time. Below, we use the term eviction time without loss of generality.
All existing live migration techniques have a key limitation that the eviction time is determined by the total memory size of the VM being migrated. High eviction time may increase the response time to impending failures or degrade the performance of applications running inside the VMs.
In this paper, we present Quick Eviction, a technique for reducing the eviction time of a VM with low impact on its performance. The basic idea is to regularly transfer incremental snapshots of the VM to another machine over the network. Upon a triggering event, such as an imminent failure of the source machine, any residual memory of the VM that was updated since the last snapshot is evicted to the destination. The eviction time thus achieved is small, since the size of the final residual memory is generally a fraction of the total memory size of the VM. Quick Eviction is designed to satisfy the following requirements. First, Quick Eviction should significantly reduce the time to completely transfer the VM out of the source machine, while maintaining a low downtime during migration. Secondly, Quick Eviction should not excessively increase the network load due to snapshot operations. Thirdly, Quick Eviction should not significantly impact the performance of applications inside the VM. To achieve these goals, we develop a technique to dynamically vary the snapshot intervals based on the threshold rate of the pages dirtied (written to) by a VM during its execution, which lowers the network overhead and performance impact of snapshots.
We have implemented Quick Eviction in the KVM/QEMU virtualization platform and evaluated its effectiveness using a number of benchmarks. Our experimental results show that our Quick Eviction speeds up live migration by a significant factor while maintaining downtime comparable to pre-copy, low impact on application performance, and low network overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview on the pre-copy live migration. Sections 3 and 4 present the design and implementation of Quick Eviction, respectively. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
Pre-Copy migration [4, 21] is a widely used live VM migration approach. As shown in Figure 1(a) , when live migration starts, the source machine executes a Pre-Copy phase in which it iteratively transfers the memory pages of a VM to the destination machine. The first iteration transfers all pages and subsequent iterations transfer only the pages dirtied in the previous iteration. When the estimated downtime is less than a threshold, the source machine pauses the VM and transmits the remaining dirty pages, the hardware device state, and the CPU state to the destination. The VM is then resumed on the destination machine. This approach is called live migration because, during the Pre-Copy phase, the guest OS and all applications inside the migrated VM continue execution on the source machine. The time between suspending the VM on the source machine and resuming the VM on the destination machine is called downtime. The eviction time is from the time when migration starts till the time when the VM's state has been eliminated from the source.
Besides downtime, the other primary overhead in the PreCopy algorithm arises from the need to track the pages dirtied (written to) by the VM during the Pre-Copy rounds. In each iteration, dirty page tracking requires the hypervisor to mark all guest pages as read-only, trap memory writes by the guest, record the dirtied page location, and revert the page back to writable permissions.
DESIGN
Quick Eviction speeds up the transfer of a VM's memory state from the source by evicting the bulk of the VM's memory footprint in the background during VM's normal operation. This enables the source machine to rapidly offload a VM's state once the migration command is issued, such as when a failure of the source is imminent or to quickly recover the performance at the source. Figure 1(b) demonstrates the two phases of Quick Eviction algorithm, namely Incremental Snapshots and Live Migration, which we describe below.
Incremental Snapshots
Prior to migration, the VM runs normally on the source machine. During this normal execution, the source machine regularly transfers live incremental snapshots of the VM's memory to a remote destination. In the very first live snapshot, all memory pages of the VM are transferred to the destination. In subsequent live snapshots, only the pages dirtied since the previous snapshot are transferred. Indi-vidual snapshots in Quick Eviction do not need to be either complete or fully consistent; instead snapshots contribute to the progress towards eventual eviction of the complete VM.
The remote destination could be either the final machine where the VM will execute, if known in advance, or an intermediate staging machine for the snapshot, if the final destination is not pre-determined. In both cases, the eviction time is measured from the instant the migration command is issued to the instant that the entire state of the VM is transferred out of the source machine. If for any reason the destination changes anytime during the incremental snapshot phase, then Quick Eviction resets its state by marking all memory pages of the VM in the source as dirty and restarts incremental snapshots to the new destination.
Live Migration
Once the live migration is initiated, any pages dirtied since the last snapshot are iteratively transferred to the destination, as in pre-copy migration. If the incremental snapshots are performed regularly, the number of dirty pages remaining at the source at migration time would be significantly smaller than the number of total memory pages in the VM, resulting in a short eviction time. During downtime, any remaining dirty pages, VCPU state, and I/O state are transferred to the destination to complete the eviction from source. The VM either resumes at the destination, if it is the final destination, or is sent to the final destination from the staging node.
Snapshot Overhead Reduction
We use two techniques to reduce any impact of incremental snapshots on the performance of application running in VMs, namely dynamic snapshot interval and transfer limit, which we discuss next.
Dynamic Snapshot Interval: During normal operations, this mechanism dynamically spaces the live snapshots according to nature of the VM's workloads. The VM's memory state is periodically checked to determine the number of pages dirtied since the last snapshot. The next live snapshot operation is initiated once the dirty page count exceeds a threshold and a minimum time has passed since the last snapshot.
Transfer Limit: This mechanism reduces the network overhead during each live snapshot by bounding the number of pages that can be transferred during each snapshot operation. In other words, each live snapshot transfers up to a maximum number of dirty pages; any dirty pages in excess are deferred to the next snapshot.
There are several advantages of the above two mechanisms from the viewpoint of overhead reduction. First, applications that do not dirty memory very frequently pay very little penalty from dirty page tracking and memory transfers. This is because snapshots are not automatically performed with a fixed frequency but deferred until sufficient number of dirty pages have accumulated.
Secondly, by limiting the number of pages transferred in each snapshot, we limit any potential interference of snapshot transfer with any network-bound applications.
Thirdly, when the migration is initiated, the number of dirty pages is guaranteed to be lower than or equal to the threshold used for triggering the snapshot operation. This property significantly reduces the total migration time compared to pre-copy algorithm.
Finally, if a VM dirties too many pages before a snapshot, then the cost of transmitting those dirtied pages is amortized over several subsequent snapshots rather than all at once in the immediate snapshot.
Our experimental results in Section 5 validate that dynamic snapshot intervals and transfer limits reduce the eviction time, while making the impact of snapshots on network throughput negligible. There is no observable overhead in checking the number of pages dirtied since the last snapshot as it just involves examining a dirty bitmap maintained by the hypervisor by tracking write faults on VM's memory.
IMPLEMENTATION

Host Kernel
Guest QEMU (user space) Our Quick Eviction migration technique is implemented by modifying an implementation of Pre-Copy migration in the KVM/QEMU [17] virtualization platform version 2.5.0. The guest OS and applications inside the guest are unmodified. As shown in Figure 2 , each VM in KVM/QEMU is associated with a userspace management process, called the QEMU, which performs I/O device emulation and various management functions, including migration and checkpointing. The userspace QEMU process communicates with a kernel-space hypervisor, called KVM, that uses hardware virtualization features to execute the VM in guest mode (or non-root mode). The Pre-Copy migration algorithm is implemented in KVM/QEMU mainly as part of the QEMU process, with some assistance from the KVM hypervisor to perform dirty page tracking.
KVM
A key hypervisor feature on which both Pre-Copy and Quick Eviction rely is the dirty page tracking mechanism. KVM keeps uses a dirty bitmap to track of pages dirtied by a VM since a given time instant. When the migration process starts, all memory pages are marked as read-only. When a process attempts to write to any of these pages, a write fault is triggered at which point KVM marks the page as read-write and the corresponding bit in the dirty page bitmap is turned on. Successive writes to the same page do not cause any traps or bitmap updates until the bitmap is reset the next time. The QEMU process reads the bitmap and transfers the pages marked as dirty in the bitmap. Once QEMU traverses the entire bitmap, it again reads the bitmap in the KVM. KVM's bitmap is reset whenever QEMU reads the bitmap from it. When QEMU reads and transfers a dirty page to the destination machine, the corresponding dirty bit is cleared.
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for Quick Eviction. To begin with, Quick Eviction sends all memory pages of the VM once to the destination, followed by four more iterations to send dirty pages generated during the previous round. This is done only once at the start of Quick Eviction to bring down the dirty page rate to the writable working set of the current load inside the VM. Once done, a migration thread in QEMU periodically counts the number of dirty pages in the memory using a ioctl call which reads the dirty page bitmap from the KVM hypervisor. The migration thread then sleeps for a specific interval before checking whether the dirty page count exceeds the dirty page threshold (Line 6). If the dirty page count exceeds the dirty page threshold (Line 7), a snapshot operation is performed which sends at most max_page dirty pages to the destination (Lines 7-12). Migration thread starts sending dirty pages as per the bitmap and resets the corresponding bits till the snapshot transfer limit is reached. Any remaining dirty pages are sent in the next snapshot operation.
When the migration is initiated, the migration thread in QEMU retrieves the bitmap from KVM and sends dirty pages to the destination until the number of dirty pages reaches a threshold (downtime_page_limit in Line 16). At this point, the VM is suspended and the remaining pages, VCPU, and I/O states are transferred. Finally, the destination migration thread resumes the VM at the destination host. The administrator can customize all parameters in Algorithm 1 including dirty_page_threshold, snapshot_interval, and downtime_page_limit, to customize the behavior of Quick Eviction.
EVALUATION
This section compares the performance of our Quick Eviction technique against the KVM pre-copy migration [4] . The performance is measured using the following metrics:
• Eviction time: Time taken to transfer a VM's state out of the source.
• Downtime: Duration that the VM is suspended during the migration.
• Performance degradation: Any adverse performance impact on applications running inside the VM during migration.
• Network bandwidth degradation: Reduction in network bandwidth during VM migration.
Our test environment consists of dual six-core 2.1GHz Intel Xeon machines with 128GB memory connected through a Gigabit Ethernet switch with 1Gbps full-duplex ports. VMs in each experiment are configured with 1 vCPU and 8GB of memory with page size of 4KB unless specified otherwise. Virtual disks are accessed over the network from an NFS server, which enables each VM to access its storage from both source and destination machines. Each data point reported in this section (except Figures 7 and 8 ) is an average of 5 runs of experiments.
Baseline Comparison of Quick Eviction and
Pre-copy Figure 3 compares the eviction time of an idle VM using Quick Eviction and pre-copy. The size of the VM ranges from 1GB to 8GB. The migration phase of Quick Eviction starts after five incremental snapshots. Figure 3 shows that the eviction time of Quick Eviction is very small (between 6ms and 246ms) compared to pre-copy, although it increases linearly for both as the size of the idle VM increases. When using Quick Eviction, almost all dirty pages of the idle VM have been transferred to the destination machine before the migration phase starts.
The downtime (not shown) of Quick Eviction and pre-copy are the same and constant around 5ms. Only a small number of pages and CPU and device I/O states were transferred during downtime. Figure 4 shows the eviction time and the downtime of migrating a 8GB idle VM with different checking intervals, i.e. the time between successive checks of the dirty bitmap. Although the VM is idle, the memory pages of the VM were still very slowly dirtied during Quick Eviction. As a result, the eviction time increases up to 450ms as the checking interval increases to 200s. The downtime remains low and constant at around 5ms.
Effect of Memory Write-Intensive Workload
Figures 5 and 6 show the eviction time and the downtime when migrating a VM running write-intensive workloads using Quick Eviction and pre-copy, respectively. The memory-write intensive application we used is a C program that writes random numbers to a large region of main memory. The program starts before the VM was migrated and continues writing to a large region of memory during migration. The size of the working set (i.e., the size of the memory written) ranges from 100MB to 900MB. Observe from the figures that the eviction time for pre-copy increases at a much higher rate (by a factor of 8 to 18) than that of Quick Eviction. This is because, with pre-copy, the source machine needs to transfer all memory pages of the VM to the destination, while with Quick Eviction, the number of pages dirtied when the migration phase starts is the same as the size of the working set. The downtime, on the other hand, ! " is almost the same for both Quick Eviction and pre-copy, as both Quick Eviction and pre-copy try to minimize the downtime in the same way.
In addition, for write-intensive applications, we also compared the eviction time and downtime of Quick Eviction while varying the checking interval. We found that the checking interval does not affect the eviction time and downtime because the write-intensive application dirties the memory very quickly and all memory pages in the working set are dirtied in each iteration.
Application Performance Overhead During Migration
We measured how Quick Eviction and pre-copy affect the performance of CPU-intensive workloads using two benchmarks -Quick Sort and Kernbench [19] . The Quick Sort program first allocates 1GB of memory using malloc. The program then takes out a 200KB memory segment at a time, writes random integers to the segment, and sorts the integers using the Quick Sort algorithm. Once the integers are sorted, the program moves to the next 200KB segment. The above process repeats until it reaches the last segment of the 1GB allocated memory, when the program loops back to the first segment. We measured the number of sorting operations performed (i.e., the number of times when random integers are written to the 200KB memory and are sorted) per second, when migrating the VM using pre-copy and Quick Eviction. The Quick Sort program starts before the migration starts and continues writing and sorting integers during the migration. Our experimental results show that the number of sorts performed per second is constant during migration, except that the Quick Sort program stops during downtime. Thus both Quick Eviction and pre-copy do not degrade the performance of Quick Sort except at downtime.
We also compared the time of compiling Linux kernel version 4.2.0 using Kernbench with and without migration. Our experimental results show that pre-copy and Quick Eviction do not increase the kernel compilation time during migration except at downtime, which reinforces our statement that Quick Eviction has no observable impact on CPU performance of applications running inside the VM.
Network Overhead During migration
VM Migration itself is a network intensive process. Thus, there is a contention of network resources between the migration process and the applications running inside the VM. Migrating a VM using Quick Eviction or pre-copy may reduce the outgoing network bandwidth of the source machine and the incoming network bandwidth of the destination machine, but not the network bandwidth in another direction.
We used iPerf, a network intensive application, to measure the outgoing bandwidth from the source while migrating the VM using Quick Eviction and pre-copy. The iPerf server runs on an external machine (i.e. neither source nor destination machine) in the same cluster and the iPerf client resides inside the VM being migrated. During migration, the client continuously sends data to the server through a TCP connection. The VM is configured with 8GB memory and a single vCPU. The network bandwidth is captured using iPerf every second.
Figures 7 and 8 compare the network bandwidth before, during, and after the migration when migrating an idle VM and a VM running a write-intensive application (with 200MB working set) using Quick Eviction and pre-copy. Different plots within each graph are aligned on the timing of invocation of the migration command. The checking interval was set to 60 seconds for better visualization of network bandwidth.
These two figures show that the network bandwidth dropped (from 940 Mbps to around 470 Mbps) during the first iteration for both Quick Eviction and pre-copy, when large memory pages were sent to the destination. When the VM is idle, both pre-copy and Quick Eviction do not impose high overhead on network after the first iteration. When migrating a VM running the memory-write-intensive application using pre-copy, the network bandwidth drops by half for around 170 seconds after the first iteration. Quick Eviction does not impose high overhead on network after the first iteration.
Note that, in both figures, when migration starts, after an initial drop of the bandwidth to 470 Mbps, the bandwidth increases back to 940 Mbps for a period of time, and then decreases to 470 Mbps. This is due to an optimization in the KVM pre-copy implementation that avoids transferring a page if all bytes in the page are the same. If all bytes in a page are the same, pre-copy transfers only 8 bytes, instead of the entire page to the destination. In the above two experiments, most memory pages are zero pages or are identical when the migration starts. This is because idle VM dirties very few memory pages and the memory-writeintensive application dirties only 1GB memory segment out of the 8GB memory of the VM. As a result, in the first iteration, pre-copy sends only 8 bytes to the destination for most pages, which results in a drop on bandwidth (sending dirty pages) and then an increase in the bandwidth (sending 8 bytes for each empty/zero pages). In subsequent iterations, pre-copy tracks dirty pages through page faults and very few zero/identical pages are marked dirty, and hence there is no increase in the bandwidth in subsequent iterations.
Effect of Dirty-page Threshold
As described in Algorithm 1, the outstanding dirty page count triggers a snapshot operation whenever the count exceeds a predetermined threshold referred to as dirty page threshold. This section evaluates how dirty page threshold affects the performance of Quick Eviction and the number of snapshot taken using Kernbench [19] . During the VM migration, Kernbench compiles Linux kernel version 4.2.0 inside the VM migrated. Figure 9 shows how the dirty page threshold affects the number of snapshot operations performed and the eviction time when migrating a VM running Kernbench using Quick Eviction over a duration of 200 second incremental snapshot phase. The results of this figure are averaged over several runs. Observe from the figure that, when the dirty page threshold increases from 2000 to 20000, the number of snapshot operations decreases from 158 to 22 and the eviction time increases from 42ms to 454ms. The dirty page threshold does not affect the downtime as Quick Eviction performs back-to-back dirty page transfer rounds so that downtime phase has minimum possible dirty pages.
It should be noted that the eviction time of Quick Eviction depends on outstanding number of dirty pages at the instant that migration is initiated. The dirty page count is always lower than the snapshot threshold. However, it could be large (closer to the threshold) or small (closer to 0) depending on whether the time between the last snapshot and the migration trigger is large or small, respectively.
RELATED WORK
A number of optimizations have been proposed to speed up VM migration. Content optimizations such as deduplication [8, 9, 16, 22, 30] and compression [9, 14, 23] reduce the amount of data transferred during migration and hence reduce the migration time. Post-copy migration [12, 24] is an alternative live VM migration approach in which each memory page in the VM is transferred only once. Post-copy reduces the migration time for memory-write-intensive applications and usually has smaller downtime than pre-copy. Reactive cloud [13] uses post-copy to react to sudden overloads quickly. Scatter-Gather VM migration [6] allows fast eviction of a VM when the destination machine is resource constrained. VMWare uses a per-VM swap device [1] shared between the source and the destination machines to avoid the transfer of swapped out VM pages during the migration. Jo et.al. [15] avoid transferring cached pages from the source; such pages are fetched directly from the networkattached storage. Jettison [2] proposes partial VM migration in which only the working set of an idle VM is transferred to the destination, while the remaining memory pages are slowly demand-paged from the source. Agile [7] migration reduces the migration time by swapping the non-working set pages of a VM to a per-VM swap device and migrating only the working set pages using a hybrid pre/post-copy technique. Vecycle [18] stores a checkpoint at each machine which a VM has visited in the past. When migrating a VM back to a previously visited node, the earlier checkpoint on that node can be reused to initiate the VM, which potentially reduces the migration traffic and time. However, since regular snapshots are not performed, over time a VM's memory footprint may diverge significantly from its snapshot on other nodes effectively increasing the migration time. All approaches mentioned reduce the migration time by reduc-ing the amount of data transferred during migration, none of them use regular incremental snapshots in advance of migration to reduce the eviction time from source.
In the realm of fault tolerance for Virtual Machines, Remus [5] proposed a system for ensuring high-availability of VMs against unexpected failures by periodically checkpointing the VM's state, including CPU, memory, and I/O device states to a backup machine. Similar approach was applied by Nagarajan et al. [20] for high performance computing applications such as MPI. VMWare provides a record and replay [27] mechanism by which events external to a VM can be recorded and replayed on a backup VM image in sync. The above approaches activate the backup VM after detecting a failure, which results in strict demands on consistency between primary and backup VMs, i.e., a backup VM must be able to take over operations after a primary VM's failure at any arbitrary point in execution. This requirement increases both the complexity and frequency of checkpointing operations, either through VM state transfer or event logging and replay. In contrast, Quick Eviction is designed for a less restrictive operational setting where the VM's migration is triggered by the administrator in anticipation of failure, versus as a reaction to failure. This enables Quick Eviction to transfer very lightweight snapshots that are neither complete nor consistent, allowing the full primary-backup consistency to be deferred until the actual migration time. While Quick Eviction is not a full-fledged solution for a highavailability system, it is suitable as a lightweight solution where VMs must be evicted quickly when failure is imminent.
A number of techniques have been proposed to detect resource pressures and alleviate them through VM migration. VMWare DRS [25] and SandPiper [31] monitor resource usage at the host-level to detect hotspots which triggers VM migration. Zhang et al. [32] use access-bit scanning to estimate the working set of a VM. Chiang et al. [3] propose to resize VMs based on the size of their working set to increase consolidation. Overdriver [29] proposes to resolve transient hotspot with network memory swap and sustained hotspots via migration. An optimization of pre-copy, called SDPS [26] , reduces the migration time of write-intensive VMs by slowing down vCPUs, which degrades the application performance during migration [28] . Quick Eviction is orthogonal and could be used in conjunction with the above approaches.
CONCLUSION
Rapid live migration of VMs is critical in responding to events in a data center, such as an imminent failure or an emerging performance hotspot. We presented Quick Eviction, a new approach to live migration of a VM that significantly reduces the eviction time of a VM from the source. Existing migration techniques such as pre-copy transfer the entire memory of a VM after the triggering event. In contrast, Quick Eviction staggers the memory transfer throughout the lifetime of the VM in a controlled manner, yielding low eviction times, low impact on application performance, and low network overheads.
The future work includes addressing simultaneous Quick Eviction of multiple VMs. There is also room for adaptive algorithms that dynamically make snapshot decisions based on workload running inside the VM to balance the tradeoff between network overheads and eviction time.
